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Today’s Agenda
• Review of the treatment of cryptocurrency by various
United States and EU regulatory bodies
• Overview of recent enforcement trends in
cryptocurrency
• Outlook on potential blockchain technology
applications and regulatory considerations in financial
services
• Q&A

Current Regulatory Treatment of
Cryptocurrency

Commodity Futures
Trading Commission
(CFTC)

Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve
System
(Federal Reserve)

Financial Crimes
Enforcement Network
(FinCEN)

Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau
(CFPB)

Securities and
Exchange
Commission
(SEC)

EU Regulators

Note: In preparing the information provided herein, we have relied on various publicly available sources and regulatory materials. Latham
& Watkins has not verified any of the information provided as a result of conversations with the relevant federal regulators. All
summaries are subject to more detailed analysis.

Commodity Futures Trading Commission
First CFTC Bitcoin Enforcement Action: In re Coinflip
(September 17, 2015)
• Derivabit Order found that Coinflip violated the CEA by
operating a trading platform for cryptocurrency derivatives
without registering as a SEF or DCM
• Bitcoin and other virtual currencies are “commodities” (as
defined in the Commodity Exchange Act (“CEA”))
– Virtual currency derivatives (including futures, options or swaps) are
subject to CFTC jurisdiction

Commodity Futures Trading Commission
Bitcoin Derivatives, The Evolving US Market
• Trading Platforms, Exchanges and Products
– TeraExchange: First to offer NDF with bitcoin underlying; registered as
a swap execution facility (SEF)
– LedgerX: Approved as a SEF (September 2015); still awaiting approval
as a clearinghouse. If approved will be the first federally regulated
bitcoin options exchange and clearing house to list and clear fullycollateralized, physically-settled bitcoin options
– Hedgy: Offers forward smart contract to hedge the risk of price
volatility for miners (not registered as a SEF); uses multi-sig technology
to allow traders to enforce and settle forward contracts on the
blockchain

Commodity Futures Trading Commission
Bitcoin Derivatives: The Asset Class
• Regulatory treatment of bitcoin derivatives
– Spot contracts
– Bitcoin swaps and forwards (and non-deliverable forwards)
– Financial commodity v. nonfinancial commodity

• Regulatory treatment of bitcoin derivatives platforms and
intermediaries
– Swap execution facility
– Designated contract markets
– Brokers and futures commission merchants

The Federal Reserve
“[T]he Federal Reserve simply does not have authority to
supervise or regulate bitcoin in any way. . . . [T]o the best of my
knowledge, there is no intersection at all in any way between
bitcoin and banks that the Federal Reserve has the ability to
supervise and regulate.”
- Janet Yellen, Chair, Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System
Testimony before the Senate Committee on
Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs,
February 27, 2014

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
• The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) issued a
consumer alert in August 2014 about the risks of holding or
using virtual currencies
– The CFPB has not commented on whether virtual currency
transactions are considered electronic funds transfers
– However, in its recent proposed rules the CFPB noted that rules
regarding prepaid accounts may apply to certain virtual currency
products and wallets
• Proposed new rules for prepaid accounts, to be effectuated through
amendments to the regulations implementing the Electronic Fund
Transfer Act (Regulation E) and the Truth in Lending Act (Regulation Z)

– The CFPB has not designated virtual currencies as an “unfair, deceptive
or abusive act or practice” (UDAAP) or any virtual currency business as
a non-bank “larger participant”

FinCEN Jurisdiction Over Virtual
Currency Businesses
• FinCEN has issued interpretive guidance on the application of
FinCEN regulations to money services businesses (MSBs), in
particular to transactions in virtual currencies
• FinCEN stated that the transmission of virtual currencies by a
third party intermediary constitutes “money transmission”
(March 2013)
– Exempts “users” of virtual currency such as consumers, investors and
merchants
– Requires intermediaries to register as MSBs
• Exchanger – A person engaged as a business in the exchange of virtual
currency for real currency, funds or other virtual currency
• Administrator – A person engaged as a business in issuing (putting into
circulation) a virtual currency, and who has authority to redeem such
virtual currency

– Subjects MSBs to certain KYC, transaction reporting and AML program
requirements

FinCEN Jurisdiction (cont’d.)
• In addition to its guidance, FinCEN has issued four
Administrative Rulings with respect to companies engaged in
various types of virtual currency arrangements:
1. Virtual Currency Mining – A company that mines virtual currency and
uses the virtual currency for its own purpose (i.e., not for the benefit of
another) is not an MSB (January 2014)
2. Software Development – A company that produces and distributes
software to facilitate transactions in virtual currency is not an MSB
(January 2014)
3. Virtual Currency Trading Platform – A company that intends to establish
a convertible currency trading and booking platform would be an MSB
(October 2014)
4. Virtual Currency Payment System – A company that intends to set up a
convertible currency payment system would be an MSB (October 2014)

State Money Transmitter Laws – Along a
Spectrum…
States vary on the level of regulation of virtual currency
transmission. For example:
New York

California

– BitLicense requirement imposed;
amendments to Banking Law

– Under review by CA Department of
Business Oversight

– BitLicense final rules released by
NYSDFS (June 2015)

– Assembly Bill 1326 by Assembly
Member Matt Dababneh (February
9, 2015 - no longer active)

– First BitLicense issued (September
22, 2015)

North Carolina

Texas

– Present approach does not include
regulation
– “MTA Modernization Bill” filed with
the NC General Assembly
– Texas Department of Banking,
(March 19, 2015)
Supervisory Memorandum – 1037
(April 23, 2014)
– License required

Latham’s 50-State
Virtual Currency Survey
Survey Objective: Understand the treatment of virtual currencies, such as bitcoin,
under state money transmitter regulations
Threshold: Does the state regulator of financial services consider virtual
currencies to constitute “money” or “monetary value”?

If “Yes”

If “No”

State will require licensure
of any entity that controls or
custodies (holds) a client’s
virtual currency

State may not require a license
unless the business also holds
the customers’ fiat (sovereign)
currency (e.g., a currency
exchange)

Other issues:
• Whether particular types of
transactions require a license;
• What degree of control requires a
license and how a virtual currency
licensee would comply with
requirements written for traditional
money transmitter businesses (e.g.,
holding permissible investments and
obtaining audited financial
statements)

Note: The survey was initially conducted in April 2015. At that time, 51 state regulators (including the District
of Columbia) were contacted directly and asked a series of 27 questions related to virtual currency regulation;
four states did not respond to the survey at the time (Alaska, Minnesota, Michigan, Ohio). The survey and
analysis is currently being updated to reflect recent developments in state regulation.

Latham’s 50-State
Virtual Currency Survey (cont.)
50-State Virtual Currency Survey Results

License NOT
Required

License Required

No Policy

No Response

Securities and Exchange Commission
“Whether a virtual currency is a security under the federal
securities laws, and therefore subject to [SEC] regulation, is
dependent on the particular facts and circumstances at issue.”
- Mary Jo White, SEC Chairman

Letter to Sen. Thomas R. Carper, Chairman, Committee on
Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs, August 30, 2013

•

While there have been arguments made that virtual currency might fall within the
definition of a “security,” the more likely intersection with securities laws is
through related instruments, such as notes denominated in bitcoin or investment
contracts relating to bitcoin, and through transactions involving securities
– For example, in the Shavers case the question was whether under the Howey Test the
investments were an investment contract: an investment in a common enterprise that
profits from the efforts of others

•
•

Reddit Notes denominated in bitcoin
Bitcoin Exchanges

Case Study: Bitcoin Savings & Trust
Promise

Reality

– Bitcoin arbitrage

– Classic Ponzi scheme

– 7% interest per week (or 3,641% per – Raised/held ~7% of Bitcoin in public
year)
circulation (2011-12)
– Used investor funds to repay early
investors and for personal expenses
– About half of investors lost all or
part of their investment

Cases

Lessons Learned

– SEC case: $40 million fine for
violating Section 10(b) of the
Exchange Act and Sections 5 and
17(a) of the Securities Act (2014)

– “Bitcoin is a currency or form of
money”

– Criminal case: pleaded guilty and
pending sentence

– Bitcoin-denominated investments
deemed to meet the definition of an
“investment contract” and found to
be a “security” under the Howey
Test

The Dark Side of the Coin
Both criminals and law enforcement understand cryptocurrency

The Bad Guys
–
–
–
–
–

Nearly totally anonymous
Lack of central authority
Lack of traditional paper trail (e.g., Fedwire and SWIFT)
Instantaneous transfers (harder for law enforcement to seize funds)
Hide funds outside U.S. and financial systems yet retain access

Enforcement Actions
•

Securities and Wire Fraud
– SEC v. Trendon Shavers; U.S. v. Trendon Shavers

•

Money Laundering / BSA
–
–
–
–
–

•

Unregistered Offerings / Exchanges
–
–
–
–

•

Silk Road: U.S. v. Ross William Ulbricht
Silk Road 2.0: U.S. v. Robert M. Faiella and Charlie Shrem
Silk Road 3.0: U.S. v. Force; U.S. v. Bridge
In re Ripple Labs Inc.
U.S. v. Murgio; United States v. Lebedev
SEC v. Erik T. Voorhees
SEC v. BTC Trading, Corp. and Ethan Burnside
SEC v. Sand Hill Exchange, et al.
CFTC v. Coinflip

CFTC
– In re Coinflip
– In re TeraExchange LLC

•

Deceptive Marketing
– FTC v. BF Labs, Inc., d/b/a Butterfly Labs

What to Expect
Regulation
Recordkeeping (e.g., AML & KYC)
Reporting Requirements (e.g., SARs)
Subpoenas & National Security Letters
Enforcement

Regulation in Europe
•

No binding EU institutional law regulating virtual currencies
– Virtual Currencies are not regarded as money or currency
– Currently an unregulated industry but likely to change soon – Motion for Resolution tabled in
November 2015 and a Report from the Parliament’s Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs (ECOM) was published on 23 February 2016
– Related regulations have already been introduced, such as recent addition of virtual
currencies to the Anti-Money Laundering Directive
– EU Member States have issued a range of warnings, statements and clarifications on the legal
status of virtual currencies but there is no consolidated/ conformed EU approach

•

The European Banking Authority (EBA) does not regard virtual currencies as
“money”
– September 2013: “One of many innovations that warrants close supervision/ monitoring”
– December 2013: Public warning that virtual currencies are not regulated, therefore
consumers are not protected and may be subject to “unforeseen tax liabilities”
– July 2014: EBA Opinion on Virtual Currencies - risks in virtual currencies outweigh the
benefits, there is a need for a substantial body of regulation and, in the absence of such
regulation, national supervisory authorities should discourage regulated financial services
institutions from exchanging virtual currencies.
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Regulation in Europe
•

European Central Bank’s “Virtual Currency Schemes: A further analysis” Report
highlights the need for regulation and greater control at an EU level (February 2015)

•

The European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) call for evidence on
“Investment using virtual currency (April –June 2015, December 2015)

•

The European Court of Justice (ECJ) virtual currencies are not a “commodity”

•

Motion for Resolution in front of the EU Parliament calls for stricter controls
over virtual currency exchange transactions – ECON response expected spring
2016 (November 2015 )

•

European Parliament public hearing on regulation of virtual currencies :
preference for lighter regulation not to stifle technological advance (January 2016)

•

European Commission announced that, to prevent the abuse of virtual
currencies for money laundering and terrorist purposes, they should be
brought within the scope of the Anti-Money Laundering Directive (February 2016)

(October 2015)

Regulation in Member States – UK, France,
Germany
•

No specific legislation in Member States either directly or indirectly regulating
or prohibiting the use of virtual currency

•

The Bank of England (BoE) did not regard virtual currencies as “a material risk
to monetary or financial stability in the UK” (September 2014)

•

The United Kingdom government publishes report on potential of technologies
associated with virtual currencies (January 2016)

•

French Banking Regulatory Authority (ACPR) does not regard digital currencies
as falling under its scope but current rules clarified to require a licence for
intermediaries on virtual currency exchanges (January 2014)

•

The German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin) regards Bitcoins as
so called “units of account” triggering license requirements for commercial
transactions (February and June 2014)

The Future of Blockchain Technology
• Decentralized applications
•
•
•
•

open source
majority consensus user base
data stored on a public blockchain
cryptographic token accesses application (issued in accordance with a
standard algorithm acting as a proof of the value to the nodes that
contribute to the application)

Examples: Bitcoin

The Future of Blockchain Technology
• Distributed contracts: A method of using Bitcoin to form
agreements with people via the blockchain which allows you
to solve common problems in a way that minimizes trust –
i.e., complete automation
• Distributed markets for trading of futures, bonds, stock
trading:
–
–
–
–

value transfer is recorded in a distributed ledger
transactions are managed by distributed network of processors
no clearinghouse
disintermediation

The Future of Blockchain Technology
Blockchain and Derivatives
• Smart contracts in derivatives
– Smart futures contracts
– Smart OTC contracts

• Risk management applications
– Multi-sig risk reduction

• Collateral management applications
– Straight through processing

• Disintermediation
– Redefining the intermediary role of FCMs, IBs, Advisors

The Future of Blockchain Technology
Regulatory Considerations
• Financial transfers: Crypto 1.0
• Multi-signature transactions:
– Third-party escrow agent role
– Fiduciary duties

• Anonymity (or lack thereof) of accounts
– privacy laws

• Irreversibility of transfers create security issues
• Higher exposure to unconventional fraud (large-scale hacking)
• Property registers, transfers and IP
– Recordation on decentralized ledger
– UCC and security interest issues
– Copyright law and doctrine of first sale

The Future of Blockchain Technology
Takeaways and hurdles
-

Market acceptance, coordination and standardization

-

Evolution of regulation

Questions?

Please use the “question” function on your webinar control
panel to ask a question to the moderator or speakers.

For more information please contact:
Yvette D. Valdez, yvette.valdez@lw.com
Pia Naib, pia.naib@lw.com
Stephen P. Wink, stephen.wink@lw.com
Benjamin A. Naftalis, benjamin.naftalis@lw.com
Suzana Sava- Montanari, suzana.sava-montanari@lw.com

THANK YOU

APPENDIX

Regulation in Asia
• No specific legislation in Hong Kong either directly or
indirectly regulating or prohibiting the use of virtual currency
– Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA) is seeking to leverage its
Organized and Serious Crimes Ordinance (OSCO) to sanction unlawful
acts involving virtual currencies (e.g., fraud, money laundering)

• The Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) does not regard
virtual currencies as “securities” or “legal tender”
– MAS made an announcement in March 2014 regarding its intention to
regulate virtual currency intermediaries that buy, sell or facilitate the
exchange of virtual currencies for real currencies

Regulation in Middle East
• Saudi Arabia
– Banking, currency and payment and settlement systems regulated by Saudi
Arabian Monetary Authority (SAMA) and provision of cryptocurrency-related
services would fall within SAMA’s remit.
– SAMA is aware of bitcoin (at least since December 2014), but has yet to issue
guidance or regulations.

• United Arab Emirates
– Banking, currency and payment and settlement systems regulated by UAE
Central Bank (UCB) and provision of cryptocurrency-related services would fall
within UCB’s remit.
– UCB is reviewing payment regulations to accommodate “digital payments” –
potential to address and formally regulate cryptrocurrency-related services.
– In Feb 2016, the Global Blockchain Council was launched in Dubai with support
from key stakeholders from the UAE government, financial services,
telecommunications and technology sectors.
– “The Council will help UAE authorities and corporations better understand this
technology and consider its regulatory implications, and conduct pilot projects
to test the readiness of markets to adopt digital currencies”
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